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Greetings folks
Hooray! I did it!

I braved the notorious N3 to
th
Durban last week (7 September), as I had to deliver
something to my daughter. I wound my way down the Old
Howick Road through Hilton rather than the deadly hazard
of Town Hill and rejoined the freeway near Liberty Mall.
The trip was not as bad as I had feared and, although the
number of heavies was high, there were no hold-ups along
the construction area from Ashburton to Cato Ridge. It
would be so much better if vehicles obeyed the traffic
signs, such as no overtaking (ie keep to your lane). The
speed limit is supposed to be 80 kph but one has to keep
up with the traffic flow, which was mostly over 100-120
kph. I did not see one traffic police vehicle in either
direction, there or back from Durban.

Rover 16 at a Rover Display Day in UK

We were sorry to have missed the car show at the Kloof
Allan
Methodist
Church, but John Booth has supplied a write-up
and some photos.
Thanks to John for filling up this newsletter!
Hope to see you at our next outing, weather permitting.
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Car Show at Waterfall Methodist Church
Saturday, 27th August
By John Booth
The Waterfall Methodist church once again hosted a vintage car show. A great day out. Attendance
was about the same as the last show. However the Comrades Marathon was the following day and
another show had been staged a week before. Two things seem to be constraining numbers, namely
the competition against other events and the cost of motoring, not to mention the diabolical road
from Durban to Howick which seems to be plagued by accidents. With the petrol price as it is, a rough
calculation to take a Rover P4 from Durban to Pietermaritzburg would cost a tidy sum of R560.
Nevertheless a great day for all who attended.

Dawn taking Wall Mouse to see the cars

Classic Motorcycle Cub of Natal brought a few Motorcycles
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John Wheaton came in his trusty Opel. Nice MG

Mervyn and Rosemary Payne came in their Rover P6 and Dave Miller came in his Rover 820 Coupe seen hiding
behind John Wheaton
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John Booth brought is Mercedes and Nissan Exa promising that if all goes to plan the next show will see an
appearance of a Rover 16 Roadster

Another nice MG
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And….. representing the Rover Club were two Booths, one Wheaton, one Miller and two Paynes.

Overall a good show, plenty to eat, lots of stalls, including model cars and boats. I found I could not
walk five meters without meeting someone one who wanted to chat. Before we knew it, it was 3pm.
Time to go home.

*******

Photo at left taken
from Rover P4
Drivers’ Guild
Facebook page

Photo at
right taken
from
Facebook
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Rover 16 Roadster
By John Booth
Progress on the Rover 16. After chatting to John Wheaton and as the grill came off a Rover
16 we decided to keep the name Rover 16. Below is a photo of progress as per my last report
back.

Picture as at the last report back

Making up the rear inner mudguard. Aluminium beading will cover the joint.
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Modifying the mudguards to take the right profile. Welding thin steel with a mig welder.
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Rear mudguards complete. Welds ground down and a thin layer of body filler applied.

I made the front mudguards more or less out of one flat sheet of steel.
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Cut, bend, bang and weld to get the right profile.

Welds ground down. A thin layer of body filler covers the joints and welds.
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Making up the windscreen. This will take 4mm toughened glass and will hold the roof.

The aluminium beading covers and joints. They form a pattern. Screw holes get filled and
sanded smooth. Rover 16 badge designed by my graphics designer friend. Then laser cut out
of stainless steel. Side mirrors on. The car will come complete with a Union flag.
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The Rover has been wired and all instruments, lights and gauges are working.

I managed to get a Rover 16 badge from the UK. Once again a Rover 16 badge is in its
rightful place.
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Roof section has been made up. It folds down nicely.

Roof folded down. Roof bows are made from Teak. Nice boot area to take a picnic basket.
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A tyre still on this car. Just like the coin that fell out of the seat. Confirmation that this car
spent some of its life in Rhodesia.

Testing the steering Ackermans. On the right is how I have set up the steering on the Rover
16. On the left is the steering geometry on a current P4. Maybe that is why a P4 handles so
badly. Proof will be in the driving.
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As it is looking now.

Finally the front view. Next to paint and do all the finer detail work. Then a test drive…..
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The following article is an extract from this website which you can access if you wish to read further, as it’s
too long for our newsletter : https://silodrome.com/rover-v8-engine-history/

A Gas Turbine or a V8?
The story of the development of the Rover V8 engine begins with a dream that became a failed dream. Once
upon a time in England’s green and pleasant land there lived a man named Frank Whittle who invented the
jet engine.
Unfortunately Mr. Whittle did not have the resources to develop his invention and so British car maker Rover
were asked by His Majesty’s Government to do development work to create a jet engine to power fighter
aircraft that would help win the “Battle of Britain” that was raging, and that would be able to defeat enemy jet
aircraft if the Nazi scientists managed to create one.
Rover invested a great deal of development work into the jet engine during the 1940s before handing the
project over to Rolls-Royce who would go on to develop the engine for use in fighter aircraft, bombers, and
even the supersonic Concord airliner.
Rover continued work on the gas turbine engine into the 1950s and 1960s however because they could see its
potential use as a power plant for cars, trucks and boats.
After creating a number of prototypes Rover created the T4 which was essentially the pre-production
prototype for their gas turbine car. The sister car to the T4 was the P6, best known as the Rover 2000, which
went into production powered by a four cylinder two litre engine.
Rover brought the gas turbine car to the brink of production, but technical difficulties and buyer resistance
prevented it from becoming a reality – just as gas turbine cars from American makers such as Ford and Chrysler
also did not make it into production – and this left Rover in the position of having to find a new and more
powerful engine for the P6 Rover 2000 to replace the lively but not overpowered two litre four that was
installed in it.
TVR sports cars began using the Rover V8 from 1991 in the TVR Griffith using a 3,948 cc version. The following
year the TVR Chimaera was also built with this capacity engine and then both cars were offered with the 4,280
cc engine from 1992. TVR went on to use a 4,444 cc version of the engine and then a 4,552 cc, and finally a
4,997 cc engine. TVR’s were the sort of cars that Carroll Shelby would have loved, delivering speed and
adrenaline pumping excitement on steroids.
Epilogue
The Rover V8 that began as a concept car engine for the “Jet Age” in the Buick Le Sabre of 1951 and remained
in production by Rover/Land Rover until 2005. Over that time the engine enjoyed a short three year production
run as the “BOP215” in the United States from 1961-1963, and was then adopted and extensively re-designed
by Rover to become the parent of a family of V8 engines that were in production from 1968 until 2005, thirtyseven years.
This engine was not only the right power plant to fill the gap left by the demise of Rover’s planned gas turbine,
but it was the making of the Range Rover, and then the making of the Land Rover Defender.
This engine became a British icon ensconced as the heart of the classic Morgan Plus 8, and became the source
of delight for the “Mr. Hydes” who love the adrenaline pumping TVR’s. It started out American and went on to
be transformed into a British icon: one of the greatest of the British automotive engines of the late twentieth
century.
Written by Jon Branch
https://silodrome.com/rover-v8-engine-history/
**********
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Cars from my past
Rose Wyatt

I have sometimes been asked why I’m so interested in cars. I guess the main reason is having grown
up with two brothers, one of whom was fanatical about motorcars and especially motor racing. My
elder brother Peter (Gus) raced in the Cape in the 60s. He worked for General Motors in PE and later
for Chrysler in Cape Town, before starting his own exhaust
shop business. My younger brother Jeremy, as a teenager,
was more into the supercars such as Lamborghini, Lotus, etc.

My earliest experience of motorcars (although I was too young to remember) was in a Morris 10,
which my parents bought (second-hand) when they returned to Rhodesia from their military service in
East Africa during the war. (They had met and married in Kenya.) I grew up hearing about my nappies
being dried by flapping out the car windows during a trip through Kruger Park. What I do remember
about this car was during an invasion of army worm, which was devastating our small vegetable patch,
my father drove the Morris back and forth over them to try and eradicate them.
Another early vehicle was my father’s motorbike, on which I rode
pillion as a youngster. The one I do remember was a Francis
Barnett. From that we graduated to a Bella scooter, which had a
push button starter, as my father got tired of battling with the kickstart. I went to school daily on the back of these
motorbikes/scooter for most of my childhood.
My father did not change cars often. I think I can remember only
three motorcars during my childhood. Our first brand new vehicle
was a 1956 Ford Zephyr Mk1. In this we made several long (two-day) trips down to the coast, from
Salisbury, navigating strip roads and stopping overnight at a small motel on the way. We headed for a
holiday cottage owned by my father’s step-sister at Kasouga, ECape. To pass the time on these
journeys we kids would choose a vehicle marque (eg VW, Morris, Ford) and see who could count the
most. Spotting another car with an S (for Salisbury) number plate was always cause for great
excitement with hooting and waving!
Our next vehicle was a Vauxhall Victor Super. Peter was disgusted! Valks all da vay dere and valks all
da vay back, he said! This is the vehicle I learnt to drive in and got my drivers licence as soon as I
turned 16. I also had a few driving lessons in my father’s official bank vehicle (he was manager of
Ottoman Bank, Bulawayo, at the time) which was a Humber Super Snipe. I had a slight accident in this
car, much to my chagrin, by scraping it against a gatepost. I remember my father insisted that I drive
the car home afterwards, despite my protestations.
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Just before my 17th birthday I was fortunate enough to be awarded a Rotary Student Exchange
scholarship and spent a year with Rotary families in Melbourne, Australia, attending school at
Camberwell Girls High. There are two vehicles that I remember very clearly from that time, owned by
families I stayed with. The first was, when on a picnic outing, one of the Rotarians turned up in a
Jaguar E-type. I was hugely excited when he took me for a drive in it! The other was a Chev Impala –
huge long American tank! The family that owned it also taught me to waterski.
After finishing M-Level exams in Salisbury I completed a Secretarial Diploma at the Cape Technical
College and shared a flat in Cape Town with my brother. During this time I attended many race
meetings with him, driving in his big brown Ford Ranchero bakkie, towing his racing car.
Fast forward to the 70s, when I married (aged 23) and my
then-husband’s vehicle was a locally (Rhodesian) assembled
BMW known as the Cheetah, which took us around the
Eastern Highlands on our honeymoon. Subsequently we
owned a Zephyr 6. The next vehicle was a Citroen DS20 and
my most vivid memory of this vehicle was crossing a flooded
bridge on the Sabi River by raising the hydraulic suspension
which allowed the water to flow underneath. A very hairraising experience! An interesting vehicle which we had for a
while was a Steyr Puch Haflinger – little 4x4 all-terrain vehicle
– in which we took our pointers and falcons all over the
farmlands.
In the late 70s we emigrated to South Africa and settled in Winterton. Here we bought a brand new,
out the box, Toyota Sprinter. The cost, including radio and towbar, was R6000! After many years of
faithful and reliable service, this car was stolen. It was several years later that I was called by the
police to identify the vehicle, in Ixopo, and I would probably not have recognised it except for the
rubberised liner in the boot, installed because of my son’s boardsailing equipment that was carted
everywhere!
Now, decades later and married to Clyde, we both take enormous pleasure in ownership of our 1958
Rover P4 90. As most of you know, we have owned this lovely car for over 20 years and have travelled
many miles throughout KwaZulu Natal, and in the Cape and the Freestate. We have attended many
regularity rallies and countless car shows and she attracts admirers wherever she goes!
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The club’s banking details:
Account name:
Bank:
Branch Code
Account No:

Natal Rover Owners’ Association
Standard Bank, Florida Road
042726 OR EFT bank code: 051001
254048676

YOUR CURRENT COMMITTEE
PORTFOLIO
POSITION
`-

NAME

CELL
NUMBER

EMAIL

President

John Wheaton

082 958 8344

suttonhowardcc@gmail.com

Chairlady

Dawn Booth

082 407 4757

dawnboothbooks@gmail.com

Secretary

Rose Wyatt

083 327 8763

rwyatt@nitrosoft.co.za

Treasurer

Rose Wyatt

083 327 8763

as above

Editor

Rose Wyatt

083 327 8763

as above

Events

Clyde Wyatt

083 327 8763

as above

Webmaster

John Booth

073 341 8211

beltec@telkomsa.net
Newsletter prepared by
ROSE WYATT
033-330 6413 or 083 327 8763
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